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Global equities were whipsawed around in March on global
trade fears. Early in the month, the Trump administration
announced that steel and aluminum imports would begin
to receive tariffs of 25% and 10%, respectively; which many
interpreted as a regressive policy towards free-trade economics.
Eventually the tariffs were enacted, but many countries gained
exemptions until this coming May.
The growing trade deficit of the US has come under increased
scrutiny as of late. Notably, the trade deficit now runs around
$653 billion annually and continues to grow. It is being criticized
for its adverse effect on measures of US output (GDP). Some
experts cite that the trade deficit weighs down GDP by as
much as 1% annually. Without the effects of trade, GDP would
easily trend above 3% per year. The latest estimate of GDP was
recently revised up to an annualized rate of 2.9% for the fourth
quarter of 2017.

“The growing trade deficit of the US
has come under increased scrutiny as
of late. Notably, the trade deficit now
runs around $653 billion annually and
continues to grow.”
frenzy of other big-name US tech stocks. Still, even after heavy
selling, this popular stock index of US tech companies has held
on to its positive gains for the year.
Nevertheless, The US outlook remains favorable with
manufacturing and industrial production at the focus of today’s
economy. Specifically, plants are operating near full capacity
and strong data has shown up in economic sectors such
as mining, business equipment, construction supplies, and
vehicle production.

Ironically to tariff policy, US trade of primary metals represents
only a small part of the annual trade deficit. Currently, monthly
US imports of primary metals are about $3.8 billion more over
exports. What’s more is American companies export about $4
billion of primary metals per month. Retaliatory tariffs on metals
by America’s trading partners could easily threaten American
exports.

US consumer sentiment also continues to strengthen.
Consumers’ homes are now worth more than they were just
one year ago. The Case-Shiller home price index showed yearover-year gains of about 6.4% in February, and the Federal
Housing Finance Agency’s own measure of home price gains
indicates a national 7.3% year-over-year trend. However,
related to housing turnover, recent existing and new home
sales data has slowed down.

US imports of consumer goods and vehicles, however, are the
lion’s share of the US trade deficit. Both components of trade
would be ripe for picking should American leadership wish to
slash overall US imports by a greater proportion. In fact, later
in March, the Trump administration provided a memorandum
stating that Chinese imports into the US could receive tariffs
of about $60 billion. China quickly responded with a plan to
impose $3 billion of tariffs on US exports that are sent to their
borders. Both countries agreed to a 30-day consultation period
before any policy became final.

Latest data on US inflation and global inflationary trends
continue to show tameness. That has allowed big central bank
policy decisions to stay on a steady course, which provides
quality of life for financial markets. A popular price index
watched by the US Federal Reserve Bank (Fed) is currently
trending between 1.5% and 1.8%. The trend is still slightly
below the Fed’s target. The Fed, however, did raise interest
rates another 0.25% in March and maintained their outlook.
Other global central banks held their rates flat in March on
their own benign inflation data.

Still, global equities extended losses this year while commotion
of global trade policy was occurring. Some of the hardest hit
stock markets are export countries located in East Asia and in
Europe. Furthermore, the best performing index of US tech
stocks this year was set back by a scandal surrounding a famous
social media website. The bad publicity aligned with a selling

Finally, 10-year US government borrowing costs came down
slightly in March to put the yield back below 2.8%. Crude
oil prices slightly rose even though US inventories grew.
Gold added some small gains. Finally, the US dollar was
flat. The US dollar maintains its annual losses against its
major trading partners.
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Market Movers
Price levels on popular stock indexes, especially those
in the US, are closing in on their 200-day moving price
averages, which is a physiological level for some investors.
Despite these recent stock market losses, diversified
portfolios are generally flat since the beginning of the
year. Further, interest rates on bonds that compete with
stocks are still low even though rates are slowly rising.
Interest rate spreads between short-term and long-term
rates, however, are narrowing. The investment team is
watching this closely. Markets are about to receive early
prints of first quarter corporate profits and GDP. Both are
expected to be promising. The diversification of the Core
Allocation portfolios makes them well-positioned given the
recent market volatility as well as offers durability against
their benchmark, Morningstar’s World Allocation category.

US STOCKS came down again in March, which
now brings total return performance into negative
territory for the year. Strangely, the normal trend
of the recent past reversed in March. Small Cap
stocks actually outperformed Large Cap stocks. In
fact, Small Cap stocks had positive total returns in
March, whereas total returns of Large Caps were
negative. The investment team rose exposure
of Small Caps, so we were pleased to see them
perform.
FOREIGN STOCKS had rather lackluster total
return performance in March. All Foreign stocks
across the category board dropped last month.
Emerging Market stocks weighed heavily against
the category average maybe because of trade
war games. Still, this year’s trend has been
towards selling Developed Large and Small Cap
stocks, while; Emerging Market stocks are still in
possession of positive total returns.

US BONDS held their ground in March. Total
returns remained mostly flat. US government
borrowing costs came back down in March, which
led bond prices higher across the category average.
Inflation-protected bonds hold slight losses this
year, however, they are a category leader. Highyield bond performance is actually doing quite
well this year. That should be a good indicator that
risky investments have not run out of steam.

Asset Categories

Monthly

YTD

US STOCKS

-0.39%

-0.98%

FOREIGN STOCKS

-0.78%

0.25%

US BONDS

0.25%

-0.77%

FOREIGN BONDS

0.43%

0.40%

HARD ASSETS

2.58%

-1.59%

-0.03%

0.09%

HYBRIDS

*DATA USED IS SOURCED FROM MORNINGSTAR®, DATE ENDING MARCH 31, 2018.

FOREIGN BONDS have been a place of refuge
this year. Although total return performance is
less than spectacular, the category is positive
for both the month and year. Developed Foreign
bonds continue to be propped up possibly by
loose global monetary policy standards. Emerging
Market bonds has had a rockier ride this year but
managed to come out of March ahead.

HARD ASSETS are often volatile and this year is
no exception. However, Hard Assets pulled out of
March with some welcomed total return gains from
Energy and Real Estate. Both categories had been
badly bruised leading into March, so hopefully a
bottom was found and the Core portfolios are set
to benefit from stabilizing performance of Hard
Assets.
HYBRIDS did relatively nothing in March and still
maintain an important pivot of diversification in
the Core portfolios. It is encouraging to see total
return performance of US Convertibles bonds
doing well this year. Relative to other assets,
Convertible bonds are a bright spot in the universe.
That’s promising for the narrative of risky asset
investments. If something was systemically wrong
with financial assets, we might expect various
types of corporate bonds (like Convertibles) to
buckle first.
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